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Based on the Nas Daily video series with over 13 million dedicated followers comes the
surprising, moving 1,000-day journey of a lifetime in book formIn 2016, Nuseir Yassin quit his job
to travel for 1,000 consecutive days. But instead of the usual tourist traps, Nas set out to meet
real people, see the places they call home, and discover what unites all of us living on this
beautiful planet—from villages in Africa and slums in India, to the high-rises of Singapore and
the deserts of Australia. While he journeyed from country to country, Nas uploaded a single 60-
second video per day for his Nas Daily Facebook following to highlight the amazing, terrifying,
inspiring and downright surprising sh*t happening all over the world. Thirteen million followers
later, Nas Daily has become the most immersive travel experience ever captured, and finally
shows us what we’ve all been looking for: each other.AROUND THE WORLD IN 60 SECONDS
is Nas’ unpredictable 1,000-day world tour in book form. At times a striking portrait of the most
uncharted places in the world, at others a touching exploration of the human heart, this
collection of life-affirming stories and breathtaking photographs changes how we think about
humanity and community and invites us all on a journey to see the world, and each other, anew.

About the AuthorNuseir "Nas" Yassin is a Palestinian-Israeli who grew up in the village of Arraba
in the country's northern district. Fluent in Arabic, Hebrew, and English, he left Israel in 2010 to
attend Harvard University on a full scholarship, where he graduated in 2014 with degrees in
economics and computer science. Twenty months into his first post-college job as a software
coder for Venmo, Nas made the decision that would change his life: to quit his job, gather his
savings, and travel the world, sharing his adventures and discoveries on his dedicated
Facebook page, Nas Daily. On January 5, 2019, Nas reached Day 1,000 of Nas Daily, having
garnered an international audience of 12 million followers and 4.5 billion video impressions. He
continues to post weekly videos on Nas Daily and has relocated to Singapore, where he is
launching a media and video company with his best friends.--This text refers to the audioCD
edition.
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PublisherIntroductionEASTER ISLAND, CHILEiStockOkay, I’ll admit it—I momentarily lost my
mind.The date was October 2, 2016, and I was on Day 176 of my worldwide adventure. By then,
Nas Daily had visited some twenty countries and sixty-three cities, and I’d just come off a two-
day trip to Chile—one day in Santiago, where I’d grabbed some awesome footage from the roof
of Gran Torre, the tallest skyscraper in Latin America; and the next day in the port city of
Valparaiso, where I’d shot the town’s famous candy-colored cottages and enjoyed a sunset
dinner by the bay with some new friends.But this day—day three in Chile—was the reason I’d
made the trip there.“I’m heading to the most remote island in the world,” I had told my Facebook
followers a few days earlier, slapping a map onto the table like an overeager schoolkid delivering
a geography report. “Here! Right here! This island—Easter Island! It’s going to take forever to get
to, but I think it’s going to be worth it.”And so there I was that following Sunday, standing on the
shore of sixty-three square miles of impossible beauty floating on the easternmost point of the
Polynesian Triangle, and, basically, flipping out. I’d been told that Easter Island was an awesome
place to visit—that’s why I was there. But no travel brochure on the planet can prepare you for its
unexpected assault on your senses, when the wind and the surf and the overwhelmingly



beautiful nature knock you off-balance, and you suddenly feel as if everything in your life has
pointed you to this space and this place and this precise moment in time—and nothing else
matters.“Oh, my God! This is a sick shot!” I yelled into the lens of my Canon digital over the
opening image, the wind rippling my T-shirt and my smile clearly combustible. “I made it to
Easter Island! This place is ridiculously insane!”What followed was two and a half days of
unchecked euphoria as I crisscrossed the island with abandon, my breathless commentary
punctuated by one stunning shot after another:Angry waves slamming against the deep-red
cliffs on the northern coastline.Time-lapse footage of fat clouds tearing over a mountain
ridge.Wild horses lazily grazing a field of tall golden grass.And panoramic sweeps of the
countless hills that dot the island, each one carpeted in soft, green vegetation.And, of course,
there were the moai, Easter Island’s huge, iconic sculptures of human heads carved by the
Rapa Nui people nearly eight centuries ago. Standing guard on the island’s perimeter, facing
inward to protect its inhabitants, these monolithic behemoths—887 of them altogether, the
largest of them rising 71 feet and weighing 150 tons—are at once breathtaking and humbling,
and I wasn’t going to let my time with them go wasted.“This is fucking beautiful!” I told the
camera, pointing to a lone moai on a hillside. “It’s a face! In the middle of the island! There’s
nothing here, nothing around. The nearest piece of land is six hours away from here!”I rented a
bright-red Kawasaki Brute Force ATV, climbed on, and tore across the island, leaving behind any
last shred of emotional inhibition I had carried with me since embarking on this journey. With
each new destination, I became a little more wild, a little more free—taking ballet leaps across
the screen, sprinting through a grove of coconut trees, and lying down in the grass, whispering
my innermost thoughts into the camera.“I can’t get enough of this nature,” I said. “It’s just so
beautiful!”Now comfortable with the island’s topography—and blessed with unusually perfect
weather—I launched my drone six hundred feet into the skies above Easter Island and let her do
her thing. As always, she crushed it, as she swept over the enchanted landscape and returned a
dizzying array of pictures that only God deserves to see.EASTER ISLAND, CHILE“You wanna
see heaven? Look right there!” I said to my invisible viewer after my brave little quadcopter sent
back an arresting collection of aerials above Anakena Beach.When I put the clips together for
that night’s Facebook post, the background music I selected was the theme song from the movie
Gravity—a fitting choice, I figured, given that every moment I spent on Easter Island made me
feel weightless.Three days passed in a blink, and on my final morning, I packed up my gear and
prepared to leave—and not a moment too soon, it turned out. Evidently, my over-the-top
enthusiasm for this wild Chilean outpost (and my, um, slightly illegal droning activities) had
attracted attention. The bad kind.“Ka ui riva tiva te kapi ne,” the park rangers wrote on my exit
ticket—which, roughly translated from Rapa Nui, means, “You’re not welcome anymore.”That’s
okay. Chilly dismissal notwithstanding, I had experienced something magical during my seventy-
two hours on Easter Island—something I would feel again and again as Nas Daily’s originally
planned 60-day world tour turned into 260 days. Then a year. Then two years. Then more.It was
the same feeling of heart-stopping awe that I experienced on nearly every leg of this grand



journey since 2016:Watching Mount Fuji break through the clouds on a foggy morning on
Honshu Island in Japan.Standing in the shadow of Zuma Rock in Nigeria and scanning its
twenty-four-hundred-foot face for the ghosts that legendarily live there.Stepping into a six-
hundred-year-old cathedral in Cologne, Germany, or a woodland sanctuary in Rishikesh, India,
or a Buddhist temple in Phuket, Thailand.Sleeping beneath the stars in the Sahara Desert in
Morocco, or taking a mud bath in the Dead Sea.Walking the ancient streets of Jerusalem and
Palestine.And throughout it all, no matter the country, I continued to witness up-close the
indestructibility of the human spirit and the overwhelming power of the human heart. In Arabic,
Nas means “people,” and on this wild adventure, it was the people I cared about most.Like the
eleven-year-old schoolgirl I met in Myanmar who taught herself seven languages so she could
work as a tour guide to support her family of eight.Or the young man in India, a Nas Daily
follower, who saw online that I was in his country and feeling ill, so he tracked me down and
brought me to his home so that his family could care for me.Or the Syrian widow living in a
refugee camp in Greece whose family had been broken and scattered by the ravages of war.
When she told me her story, she spoke without any trace of bitterness or anger and then
explained how she spends her days, gathering what meager food rations she receives and
cooking meals for the dozens of children who live in her camp. “It is my honor to do this,” she
said.This is why I quit my job.This is why I travel the world.This is why I started Nas Daily.On
April 10, 2016, I bought a one-way ticket to Nairobi, Kenya, and set out on an odyssey whose
end I did not know. The plan was relatively simple: cover as much ground as I could in sixty days
and chronicle my travels on Facebook, filming one video each day.Granted, the idea was stupid,
but it wasn’t like I was unfamiliar with the rigors of travel—waking up in a new country,
negotiating the culture shock, finding my way around. Indeed, I’d traveled a fair amount in my
twenty-four years, and not just to safe vacation destinations. I’d been to Moscow and Cambodia,
Sri Lanka and North Korea—and I grew up in the Middle East, where the feeling of war never
stops.I was no stranger, either, to recording my exploits on camera. Two years earlier, I’d made a
stunt video, traveling to eleven countries over three months with the singular mission of solving a
Rubik’s Cube. In each new city, I would hand the Cube to anyone I saw—locals, tourists, even
animals—and ask them to give it one turn and one turn only. It was a crazy idea that ultimately
paid off: ninety days, eighty-four people, and one Thai monkey later, the Cube was solved.But
this trip, I knew, was going to be different, mostly because I wasn’t really sure why I was taking it
or what I hoped to achieve. Its very open-endedness—its unscripted, unchartered
unpredictability—was the whole purpose.What I did know, however, was that before I set off on
my trip, my life was becoming routine. And if there’s anything I hate, it’s routine. My LinkedIn
profile painted a portrait of a smart, enterprising young man who kept his head down and did his
job. But that’s not what I saw when I looked in the mirror. What I saw was a hairy, twenty-four-
year-old Palestinian-Israeli kid with an Ivy League education who was ready to walk away from a
sweet, high-paying job for the adventure of a lifetime.THE RUBIK’S CUBE CHALLENGEBut I’m
getting ahead of myself. Let me back up.I was born and raised in the tiny village of Arraba, Israel,



a tight cluster of white stone dwellings tucked within the slopes of the Sakhnin Valley in the
Lower Galilee. Not exactly a bustling front-page destination on Travelocity, Arraba boasts twenty-
five thousand residents, zero tourists, and about half a million potholes. The city is surrounded
by ample farmland—olives, watermelons, onions—and its dominant structure is the Great
Mosque, whose twelve-story minaret rises proudly above the neighboring Islamic
architecture.Arraba’s greatest distinction, however, is its mere existence—an Arab city in a
Jewish state—and even as a child I began to understand that you don’t need a robust tourist
trade or popular theme park to make your hometown special. What matters most are the people
—that’s the one thing you can’t manufacture. And the people of Arraba are good
people.Especially in my household. I grew up in a warm and inviting home. We were neither poor
nor rich—we were fine—and we took a genuine interest in each other’s lives. Dad’s a
psychologist, mom’s a schoolteacher, and I’m the second of four kids. We were never spoiled
with material things or money (there wasn’t much of it to go around), but we were spoiled with
love and freedom.ARRABA, ISRAELLooking back, I don’t recall anything especially negative
about my childhood, but I will say that I was a very shy kid—no social life at all. So I spent most
of my days sitting in front of a computer and cruising the internet—learning, learning, learning.
Say what you will about the web, there’s nothing like Google to broaden the mind and skill set of
a curious child.The internet is where I learned to play the piano (though I still can’t read sheet
music).It’s where I learned to do finger tricks with a pencil (a social icebreaker that comes in
handier than you might expect) and solve a Rubik’s Cube in sixteen seconds (a personal record,
by the way—I got lucky).It’s where I first discovered different lands and different cultures, long
before I could afford an airline ticket to any of them.And, most important, it’s where I learned to
speak English, mostly by watching American movies with Arab subtitles or hanging out in online
gaming communities, where in addition to the basics, I learned a lot of useful swear words. Even
offline, learning English became all-consuming for me. I’d practice while walking home from
school, talking to myself. My personal goal was to speak without an accent and get all of my
pronunciations correct. (I remember salmon being especially hard.)By age nineteen, I had grown
comfortable—too comfortable, in fact, and that was a problem. I didn’t know it at the time—it
would take me several years to figure it out—but for me, comfort is the first sign that things are
not okay. There’s a reason for the popularity of those dorm posters and T-shirts that bear the
slogan “Life begins at the end of your comfort zone”—because it happens to be true. When you
get comfortable, you stop growing, you stop producing, you plateau. And in 2011, that was my
life.Then something unexpected happened. A writer from Ohio named Martha (Marti) Moody
flew to Israel to volunteer with the Arab-Israeli community. She was working with my high school
English teacher, Jamal Assadi, so she came to my class to give us a lesson in writing. She’d
brought her son Jack with her, and he and I forged a fast bond when I taught him my pencil-
twirling trick (didn’t I tell you it comes in handy?). We stayed in touch after he and his mom
returned to Ohio.A few months later, I got an email from Martha:Hey, Little Big Nose—feel like
coming to Ohio for a visit? Find your way over here and we’ll put you up. We miss you.I took



Marti up on her offer, and while I was in Ohio, she suggested I visit her eldest son, Eli, who was a
student at Harvard University.This wasn’t some random idea—Marti had plans for me.
Apparently, she had spotted my restlessness and thought it would be a good idea to dangle the
crazy idea of a Harvard education in front of me. Perhaps she saw academic potential. Or
perhaps she just felt sorry for me, squandering my days back in Arraba, hanging out online and
practicing my English swear words.If that’s the case, Marti wasn’t all that wrong. Although my
childhood was nothing less than loving, the culture of Arraba did not encourage a lot of moving
around. Things like buying a new house or divorcing a spouse and relocating were rare in my
village and the surrounding towns. People loved their land so much they’d rather die on it than
leave it. So it was always a surprise when someone picked up and moved away—especially to
the States.That said, I bit at the Harvard bait—hard. From the moment I stepped onto that
campus, I began seeing the world through crimson-colored glasses. This was going to be my
next hill to climb, I decided, and it would take everything I had.When I got back to Israel, I began
researching Harvard’s application process and did not like what I found: at the time, the school
had a 3 percent admission rate, and if you were lucky enough to get accepted, the tuition was 60
grand a year. Nothing like hard numbers to suck the air out of a fantasy.And yet the sheer
absurdity of this dream—rural Arab boy becomes American Ivy Leaguer!—only made me lunge
at it harder. Crazier things have happened. So I filled out the paperwork, submitted my high
school transcript, applied for financial aid, and crossed my fingers.Actually, I didn’t even bother
to cross my fingers—I knew I’d never get in.And then . . .I got in.I got in.Holy shit. I’m going to
Harvard.As they say, with time comes wisdom, and in retrospect, I think my greatest takeaway
from the four years I spent in the academic climes of Cambridge, Massachusetts, was the
knowledge that we all possess the potential to take our lives up a notch—whether it’s going to a
better school, or buying a better home, or living a better life.The common assumption about
Harvard is that you need great grades and decent connections to get in, and all of that is true.
But what you also need is a hunger—for anything. A hunger for photography. A hunger for math.
A hunger for sports. A hunger for whatever it is that ignites that secret pilot light inside of
you.When I applied to Harvard, I wasn’t just hungry, I was starving. And the funny thing is, I
wasn’t even entirely sure what I was starving for. So even before I graduated from Harvard, I
began exploring different versions of myself to see whether any of them was, in fact, the better
me. I knew that whatever talent I had dwelled in the world of tech; so between my sophomore
and senior years, I spent my summers in New York City, teaming up with fellow dream-chasers in
pursuit of that One Great Idea. We lived in a cheap walk-up in Harlem, worked in the cramped
office space of a startup incubator, and dined out on sidewalk-vendor food-cart cuisine. If living
outside of one’s comfort zone truly is the secret to success, I should have been a mogul by age
twenty.But I wasn’t—because mostly what I was doing for those two years was introducing
myself to failure. Repeatedly.In 2012, I built Kindify, an online platform for sharing, tracking, and
rewarding individual acts of kindness across the social media world. Apparently, no good deed
goes unpunished, because Kindify flopped.HARVARD UNIVERSITYThen I launched Branchly, a



search engine that tied together all of your social media for better connectivity and networking.
That tanked, too.Then I came up with Downtime, a news aggregator that showed only stories
that were one minute long. Nope.Then I tried Oyster, a clothing rental company for travelers that
I was certain would be a runaway hit. Buh-bye.And finally I created Delphi, a music
recommendation engine for restaurant background Muzak. You get the picture.But here’s the
thing about failure: it’s the default state of any startup; and the truth is, I still believe there’s merit
to all of the projects I tried to launch. I just wasn’t the guy to make them. But more important, by
the time I walked out of Harvard’s gates as a new graduate in 2014, I’d already given myself a
head start in the one course no college teaches—Real Life 101—and that gave me
confidence.And with confidence comes the ability to sell yourself.And with the ability to sell
yourself comes a job.Which is why in September 2014, with the ink still wet on my Harvard
diploma, I was hired full-time as a software engineer for the giant mobile payment service
Venmo.As an engineer, my job didn’t involve the app itself. Instead, I was charged with handling
the back infrastructure, dealing with the massive amounts of payment data Venmo collects—a
figure that was often in the tens of billions of dollars—and sending it along to PayPal.And I’m not
going to lie—life at Venmo was pretty damn sweet. You go into the office (in Manhattan!), get a
free, healthy breakfast, work at whatever kind of desk you want—sitting, standing—grab a free
lunch, and work on an app that improves the lives of users around the world. And all of this while
being surrounded by people you really like.The pay didn’t suck either: $120,000 a year.So let’s
see: a good business, a great environment, fantastic pay? Yep, the perfect job.Which is exactly
why I had to quit.“So let me get this straight,” a friend said to me, “you’re leaving Venmo because
it’s a good job?”Admittedly, it sounded crazy. Here I was, fresh out of college, pulling down 120
Gs a year in a job that any sane person my age would die for. Common sense would dictate that
I stick it out a little longer—I’d been there only twenty months—and see where it took me. In fact,
given the success of the company and my own ambition, I probably could have dug in, risen in
the ranks, and been a millionaire in ten years.But it was that comfort-zone thing again.And that
hunger thing.And a new thing I was feeling called anger.I am quick to add that I wasn’t angry at
Venmo. As far as dream jobs go, it was pretty damn dreamy, and the people there couldn’t have
been nicer. What I was angry at was the whole idea that Venmo—or any routine job for that
matter—asks us to build a fence around our deepest desires, our loftiest hopes, that dare us to
pursue them.I was angry at the rule that says in order to have a good life, you have to sacrifice
your twenties, thirties, even forties, doing the shitty work that allows you to enjoy life later.I was
angry that I was spending the best eight hours of my day indoors, staring at a screen, instead of
having the freedom to do what I wanted to do.And I was angry that I was growing older by the
second. Twenty months is a long time to sit at a desk drowning in data, especially when you
have something you need to say; and I needed to say so much—about my family, about people,
about the world. I wanted to showcase the things that were important to me, and to learn about
the things I hadn’t yet discovered. I desperately wanted to be heard, and it burned me up that
something as pointless as scrolling through endless columns of numbers and crunching them to



bits was keeping me from doing that.But being angry about your life is a good thing, I realized,
because it means you apparently love something else much, much more—even if you don’t
know yet what that something is. So the way I figured it, if I quit Venmo and traveled the world—if
I took a great big breath and threw the dice on this crazy bet that I could hunt down and capture
that “something else”—then maybe I’d be less angry.I told my plans to Iqram Magdon-Ismail—he
was Venmo’s cofounder and the guy who’d originally hired me, so I thought I should let him
know. He’d already left Venmo by then, but we’d stayed in touch. He was thrilled for me. In fact,
he’d been encouraging me all along to follow my dreams. “There are bigger and better things for
you than staying in a job you don’t want,” he had told me. You don’t get friends much better than
that.So I cleaned out my desk, turned in my badge, and walked out the door.VENMO OFFICE,
NEW YORK CITYI don’t recall exactly when the idea for Nas Daily was born. That’s because it
wasn’t an aha moment—some divine crystallization of thought, when the sun broke through the
clouds and the concept suddenly popped into my head. It was more like a slow burn, a gradual
dawning, as I pieced together all of the bits of knowledge and experience I’d gathered in my
previous endeavors.The Rubik’s Cube project had trained me in the art of speed-travel—how to
jump from country to country, instantly connect with a culture (or at least try to), and share it all
on video.The Downtime app had taught me how to look for and deliver content that was precise
and colorful—and, more important, could be condensed into sixty seconds.My business studies
at Harvard had instructed me how to reconcile the limitlessness of imagination with the cold,
hard reality of budget.And my upbringing in Israel had given me the most valuable lesson of all:
that no matter what story you’re trying to tell, it’s all about the people. Always.When I look back at
the very first Nas Daily video I posted in April 2016, I have mixed feelings. Part of me cringes at
my wide-eyed optimism and innocent enthusiasm, as if I considered this whole thing a lark—
some harmless, two-month getaway that promised one video postcard a day and not much
else.“I have no clue why I’m doing this,” I told the camera, “but I think it’ll be fun! Once a day, I’m
going to make one video that is one minute long. Coming with me are one drone, one heavy
camera, one GoPro, Venmo tees, and protein bars. Let’s do this!”But on deeper reflection, I
admire the honesty of that moment—because the fact is, I really didn’t know what to expect; and
I think by lowering the bar that way, I was leaving myself the space to fail as many times as I
needed to in pursuit of what they call in business school that perfect “product-market fit.”DAY 1In
other words, I knew there was an audience out there for what I had to offer. I just had to find it.My
nonchalance notwithstanding, I did have a few hard-and-fast rules that I intended to stick to—top
among them, my commitment to making videos that were no longer than sixty seconds. As both
a creator and consumer of online content, I knew that excessive length is a death sentence for
any video—even footage of a tornado ripping across a wheat field gets boring after ten minutes.
So I laid down the law: with rare exception, if I couldn’t say it in a minute, I wouldn’t say it at all.
And my signature tagline—“That’s one minute, see you tomorrow”—grew out of that.Equally
important was my decision to post one video a day. Not only did I know that any good product
requires that kind of dedication and consistency, but I also knew that by keeping to that strict



daily regimen, my work would get better.I based this theory on that old story about a university
professor who teaches a class about productivity by having the students make a vase. The
professor divides the class into two groups and tells Group A to create as many vases as
possible within the allotted forty-five minutes and tells Group B to make just one vase—but it has
to be perfect.Which group do you think makes the better vase? Group A, of course, because
they had the most practice.That’s why I had to make videos daily. Some days, I didn’t feel like
picking up the camera; other days, I dove right in and came up with sixty seconds of shit.
Everything is about process, and the only way I was going to become a better video maker—and
a better storyteller—was by staying true to my 24-7 schedule.Calling the show “Nas Daily” was
also central to my concept for the series. I’d been given the nickname Nas six years earlier, when
my freshman college roommate couldn’t be bothered to pronounce my real name properly.
“Nuseir is too hard to remember,” he said, “so from now on you’re ‘Nas,’ like the rapper.” He had
no idea, of course, that in Arabic, al-nas means “people,” yet the nickname stuck.So it was only
fitting that I adopted that name for the series—but not just as a gimmick. It ran deeper than that.
From Day 1, I genuinely wanted viewers to see themselves—their own humanity, their own al-nas
—through my eyes. Sure, I was the narrator of this epic travelogue, so naturally, my videos
couldn’t help but reflect my interests, my opinions, my curiosities, my passions. But if I was going
to stay true to my guiding principle for the series—to make every day count, to live the best
possible life, and to share it all on Facebook—I needed to make sure the people on the other
side of the camera would be inspired to think about how they, too, could live their own best
possible lives.This took some time to get right. In the beginning, my videos focused too heavily
on places—a random restaurant in Ethiopia, an underwhelming waterfall in India—and that
wasn’t going to cut it. If I wanted my videos to have meaning, I couldn’t simply post a clip of me
getting coffee on a nice beach. That’s just vlogging—and I’m not a vlogger. I knew I had to
connect with viewers in a more personal way.On Day 52, I got a faint glimmer of that kind of
connection. I was in Nepal, having just returned from a seven-day trip to the Himalayas, and I
stopped in Kathmandu to grab footage of the wreckage there. Only thirteen months earlier, in
2015, a 7.8-magnitude earthquake had struck the central part of the country—flattening entire
villages, killing nearly nine thousand people, injuring more than twenty-two thousand, and
leaving hundreds of thousands homeless. Some of the more sorrowful damage befell
Kathmandu Durbar Square, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, where several temples had
collapsed. I milled through the square, capturing the images of the destruction with minimal
commentary, allowing the devastating pictures to speak for themselves.KATHMANDU DURBAR
SQUARE, 2016When I posted the segment on Facebook that evening, one of the first viewer
comments came from someone named Noppakorn Rajja, home country unknown, who wrote
simply, “So heartbreaking. I hope you get well soon, Nepal.” Next to the post was a little emoji of
an angel.It wasn’t a particularly trenchant comment; it certainly wasn’t wordy. But I instantly knew
that somewhere on this planet, a person had been moved by what I had shared. He’d connected
with the story. He’d felt something. And because he’d felt something, he was compelled to



communicate his compassion to those who were suffering.That meant a lot to me. Now, if only I
could do that every day.If I have one reservation about telling the story of Nas Daily in book form,
it is that words alone cannot do justice to the exquisite artistry of my closest collaborator: my
drone.It wasn’t until Day 4 of Nas Daily that I first launched my DJI Phantom 2 quadcopter—from
a suburban soccer field in Nairobi, Kenya—and the images she sent back from that maiden flight
were fairly routine. But she was just getting warmed up. In the ensuing one thousand days, my
drone would take to the skies of nearly fifty countries on six continents, instantly flinging back
startling portraiture of whatever slice of earth she had her expert eye trained on—from the
electric-blue splendor of Italy’s Amalfi Coast to the sparkling steel majesty of downtown
Singapore.As with most electronics, the more I used her, the better we both got at delivering the
goods.I launched her above the sprawl of the Xinyi business district in Taipei, and her renderings
of the skyscrapered horizon were magnificent.AMALFI COAST, ITALYiStockI sent her into the
choppy air above San Francisco Bay on a long, slow loop around Alcatraz Island—at one and a
half miles, her longest flight yet—and she returned home safely, out of breath but triumphant.In
fact, I was so confident of her skills that on Day 153, I pitted her against an Audi R8 sports car in
a race through the Swiss countryside. She got her butt kicked.During the first two years of Nas
Daily, I replaced my drone twelve times, either when a newer and better model became available
or when I trashed my existing one. The latter happened a lot. One slammed into a tree on a
camping trip in Romania; another met her fate in Manhattan when I tied a pizza box to her tail,
like a kite; and still another bought the farm in Greece, when I accidentally superglued her
battery to her.Oh, and a fourth one was attacked by a pit bull. He won.But the greatest enemy of
drones is not the weather or the terrain or even the fools who fly them—it’s the governments that
forbid them from doing their thing. Air bans were all too common during my Nas Daily travels.
Morocco hates the little buggers, as do India, Turkey, and Japan. And the authorities around the
Himalayas definitely have a problem with them.“You have two options,” a uniformed guard told
me as I was about to begin my hike to Annapurna Base Camp. “You deposit your camera here
and you go. Or you keep your camera and you go . . . out.” I lost that battle.I’d be less than honest
if I didn’t mention that, on several occasions throughout the series, I bent the law to get the shot
—whether it was sneaking in a fast flight or piloting the drone above permissible limits—and I’m
lucky to have eluded jail (though I did get detained three hours for unlawful droning in India).
That said, there was one location where I voluntarily abstained from droning: the Syrian border. I
may be an outlaw, but I’m not stupid.So for all the trouble drones can stir up—and the expense
they incur—why did I insist that a drone accompany me for nearly three years of daily travel?
Because the world is more meaningful from above.From ground level, Balicasag Island in the
Philippines is lovely but ordinary. From thirteen hundred feet, it’s a spellbinding, perfect oval.That
beach I visited in Costa Rica seemed like nothing special—until the drone revealed that it’s
shaped exactly like a whale’s tail.Standard footage of New Zealand’s seventy-four million sheep
is typically wall-to-wall wool—but with a drone, you see a flock as if God were the
shepherd.DRONING THE PLANET . . .BALICASAG ISLAND IN THE PHILIPPINESWHALE TAIL



BEACH IN COSTA RICASHEEP IN AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALANDECONOMIC INEQUALITY ON
THE STREETS OF BANGKOKSYRIAN REFUGEE LIFE VESTS IN LESBOS, GREECE (NAS AT
CENTER)HIROSHIMA, JAPANBut most important, the right aerials unveil for the viewer the very
picture of our humanity—and sometimes inhumanity. A bird’s-eye clip of a slum just across the
alley from a luxury resort in Bangkok speaks to us about the shame of income inequality.An
overhead shot of modern-day Hiroshima drives home just how much damage was wrought
when the atomic bomb was dropped on the city in 1945.And though we know that far too many
Syrian refugees risk death every day as they escape the horror of war over treacherous waters
to try to reach Europe, their real numbers are brought into heartbreaking relief when you see
thousands of their life vests from above, stacked high on a secluded mountaintop in Greece.If
story is king—which it most definitely is—then drone footage is queen.A few words about this
book.When I was approached in January 2018 with the idea of creating a book version of Nas
Daily, my response was three words long: “Sure—but how?” I shoot sixty-second videos. So
unless publishing technology could figure out a way to embed tiny video screens into the pages
of a book, I couldn’t imagine how we’d put the magic of Nas Daily between two covers.But then I
remembered what the series is about. People. Cultures. Lives. Humanity. And all the fancy
camerawork in the world wasn’t going to top that. Those are the things that reached the hearts of
Nas Daily viewers every day. And those are the stories I could tell.With that decided, all that was
left to figure out was how to spin the tale—an exercise not all that different from sitting in front of
my laptop and cobbling together a Nas Daily video. Do we make the book a documentary
travelogue? A personal diary? Or (God forbid) a guidebook? And even more pressing was the
question of which adventures to tell you about. Nas Daily spent more than a thousand days on
the road, so we knew we had some serious picking and choosing to do.That’s when we settled
on the idea of compiling for you the most powerful things I learned while traveling the globe.
Because the fact is, no matter where I went—from the sunny beaches of the Maldives to the
moonlit forests of Papua New Guinea—I always walked away with some new lesson, some
unexpected insight, tucked into my travel bag. I may be fifteen years older than that shy young
boy cruising the internet from his bedroom in northern Israel, but I still want to learn something
new every day. Nas Daily gave me that opportunity, and I’m so honored to share those lessons
with you.Also included in these pages is a bonus feature I introduced on Day 300 of Nas Daily. I
called them “Nas Stories,” and they spotlighted a particular person or place I thought deserved
special mention. We picked the best of the best to share with you here. Additionally, many times
during my travels, something prompted me to pause for reflection. Sometimes it was an off-
camera experience that I wanted to explain; other times, it was something I’d been thinking
about for a while and needed to unload. I’ve included some of those pieces here for you under
the title “Nas Moment”—because the way I see it, a moment is different from a minute, even if it
takes you just sixty seconds to say it.The stories you’re about to read have no predictable order
or rigid chronology—that would take the fun away. For me, travel has never been about the
planned destination, but rather the exhilaration of not knowing what’s going to come your way.



So I thought I would keep you guessing, too.And the truth is, life is a lot more fun when you’re
kept guessing. As I write these words, I’m sitting in a plane, headed from the Maldives to Israel. I
shot my final video for Nas Daily a few weeks ago, and all I know about the coming days is
where I’ll be staying. What happens next remains a sweet mystery.But this I do know: I will be
among friends, most of whom I’ve never met. This is, perhaps, the greatest gift of Nas Daily—I’m
now greeted by new friends in every city I travel to. When I was still shooting the series, five
hundred to a thousand people would show up just to say hello; now they spot me on the street
and ask to take a selfie with me, which I’m always honored to do. It’s such a wonderful rush to
arrive in a city and instantly feel like a local—to feel like you belong everywhere in the world.My
journey began as one guy with a plane ticket, and ended up as a twelve-million-person
celebration. This is my story.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Uplifting insight of how beautiful this would really is. Enlightening! I
follow Nas on Facebook and am always impressed and thankful for his posts. I just received this
book yesterday but continue to be thankful for his insight. Thank you, Nas. Keep bringing us all
your great stories. Travel safely.”

Derek Munoz, “Made with love. Eye opening! I haven’t read the entire thing yet but I’m so
thankful for this book already! It’s uplifting and incredibly interesting so far. It is filled with
beautiful messages and helps broaden your perspective. The world is a big place and
sometimes we get lost in ourselves, and this book reminds you of the world beyond your own.
You can tell a lot love has gone into this book. And the world could use a lot more love! Buy it!”

Alvaro Manrique, “This is my favorite inspirational book. I bought 3 books, one for my best
friend, one for my ex-wife, and one for me. We love Nas Daily, of course we also love this book.
It contains amazing stories with a lot of details. This book is becoming a great inspiration for me
to travel around the world. Two of my favorite stories are the "Airport Prisoner" and "The
Keyboard Warrior" those are really inspirational. BTW, I went to the meetup in Central Park and
to the launch Book, it was AWESOME, I hope to see you again with Agon and Alyne.”

mom of boyz, “Great book, unnecessary use of swear words. My 9yo and I enjoy Nas Daily,
geography and culture so I bought him the book to read together. Well, we were quite shocked
when page 2 has f........ I understand it's written more for young adults, I just felt it really wasn't
necessary, especially when he Nas has such an amazing vocab. He describes places so well
we can picture them before seeing the images. I would give it a 5 star if it wasn't for the use of
fowl language.”

bookworm28, “May I have a moment of your attention?. So far, I have only read the introduction
(about 22 pages) since it arrived on my doorstep today. That introduction still felt like you were
telling a story, and certainly did help the people (aka me) connect with what you were sharing
(so far). I follow your videos, and I can't wait to read about the adventures that were not told in 60
seconds. I am counting on your book not being a travel guide! I am optimistic about what you
have to share. Thanks for creating the book and I hope that my high school science students will
pick up your book as well from my bookshelf and that it gets them excited about the world as
well. Thanks!”

Darwin De Paz, “Amazing! Eye-opening!. I love this book and how it opens your eyes to the
world. In my opinion, everyone should read it. ABSOLUTELY a good buy and something that I
plan to repurchase in the future as gifts for special people in my life. Thank you, Nas!”



Athena, “Brilliantly done!. I love this book! Nas has a wonderful video series in which he has the
ability to present the world in anuanced and approachable manner, and that ability translated
perfectly into this book! I completely recommend this amazing adventure for yourself, your
family, your friends, anyone who enjoys learning about highly interesting people and places in a
friendly, enjoyable format. Seriously, it's awesomeness!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Nas a young man showing us the world. Nas travels to all the places we
want to go and never knew it. He travels the backroads of the world showing the reader
inspirational people and cultures.  A beautiful side of the world.”

greema, “Travel Bible. Much awaited book. He is a true inspiration for my travels, minimalism
(still trying hard) and much more. My travel Bible. @nasdaily”

Christopher Naveen, “Simply amazing!. Seems like this book has most of the stories from the
1000 videos made by Nas and uploaded to Facebook. Really inspiring and an eye opener to
people who don't travel much and want to know real and positive stories around the world which
the media rarely provides these days. Plus, with all the fake and scripted videos out there on
social media, it's hard to know what's true these days. Great work Nas!”

Nur Adlina Haji Azman, “recommended.. arrived in time. good read.”

MrsH loves to shop, “Bought as a present. Grandson loved it”

CantankerousMe, “Great buy. A good book to read, very informative. I’ve been following him in
social media and his videos are really worth watching what more put into print. I’ll say a good gift
to someone who really loves traveling.”

The book by Nuseir Yassin has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 764 people have provided feedback.
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